Synergistic effect of local endothelial shear stress and systemic hypercholesterolemia on coronary atherosclerotic plaque progression and composition in pigs.
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Abstract

**Background**—Systemic risk factors and local hemodynamic factors both contribute to coronary atherosclerosis, but their possibly synergistic inter-relationship remains unknown. The purpose of this natural history study was to investigate the combined in-vivo effect of varying levels of systemic hypercholesterolemia and local endothelial shear stress (ESS) on subsequent plaque progression and histological composition.

**Methods**—Diabetic, hyperlipidemic swine with higher systemic total cholesterol (TC) (n=4) and relatively lower TC levels (n=5) underwent three-vessel intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) at 3–5 consecutive time-points in-vivo. ESS was calculated serially using computational fluid dynamics. 3-D reconstructed coronary arteries were divided into 3mm-long segments (n=595), which were stratified according to higher vs. relatively lower TC and low (<1.2 Pa) vs. higher local ESS (≥1.2 Pa). Arteries were harvested at 9 months, and a subset of segments (n=114) underwent histopathologic analyses.
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Results—Change of plaque volume (ΔPV) by IVUS over time was most pronounced in low-ESS segments from higher-TC animals. Notably, higher-ESS segments from higher-TC animals had greater ΔPV compared to low-ESS segments from lower-TC animals (p<0.001). The time-averaged ESS in segments that resulted in significant plaque increased with increasing TC levels (slope: 0.24 Pa/100mg/dl; r=0.80; p<0.01). At follow-up, low-ESS segments from higher-TC animals had the highest mRNA levels of lipoprotein receptors and inflammatory mediators and, consequently, the greatest lipid accumulation and inflammation.

Conclusions—This study redefines the principle concept that “low” ESS promotes coronary plaque growth and vulnerability by demonstrating that: (i.) the pro-atherogenic threshold of low ESS is not uniform, but cholesterol-dependent; and (ii.) the atherogenic effects of local low ESS are amplified, and the athero-protective effects of higher ESS may be outweighed, by increasing cholesterol levels. Intense hypercholesterolemia and very low ESS are synergistic in favouring rapid atheroma progression and high-risk composition.
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1. Introduction

Atherosclerosis results from a complex interplay between systemic risk factors and locally acting stimuli. Systemic hypercholesterolemia largely determines an individual’s propensity to coronary artery disease (CAD) [1,2], whereas local hemodynamic factors, low endothelial shear stress (ESS) in particular, dictate the highly focal and heterogeneous atherosclerotic manifestations in susceptible individuals [3–11]. While the relative contribution of systemic and local pro-atherogenic factors to coronary atherosclerosis has been long established, this study explored an important issue not addressed in previous investigations: the combined effect of different levels of both hypercholesterolemia and local ESS on the natural history of CAD.

Low ESS [3,5,6], and high cholesterol levels [12] both promote endothelial dysfunction in vitro, thus raising the translational hypothesis of a complementary or even synergistic pro-atherogenic effect of hypercholesterolemia and local ESS in vivo. Compelling evidence has indeed suggested that cholesterol levels modify the effect of blood flow on atherogenesis [13–15]. Previous studies, however, used cultured cells, which lack the complex environment of the atherosclerotic vascular wall in vivo, or examined, in a cross-sectional fashion, non-coronary arteries of atherosclerotic mice which have major differences from human coronary plaques [16]. Currently, it is unknown how the intensity of hypercholesterolemia modifies the pathobiologic effect of low ESS in a human-like model of experimental CAD.

The clinical value of identifying early, within at-risk individuals, which coronary arterial regions are most prone to subsequent development of vulnerable plaque cannot be overemphasized. Preclinical and clinical studies have consistently demonstrated that low ESS predicts plaque enlargement [4,10,17] and destabilization [11,18,19], but they have also
raised several important issues. First, the profound variability of atherosclerotic manifestations in arterial regions with similar atherosclerosis-prone hemodynamic characteristics suggests that the impact of low local ESS may be affected by other factors concomitantly influencing atherosclerosis. Second, while local ESS is a measurable predictor of subsequent plaque behavior [4], no uniform values have been identified to discriminate “low” (athero-prone) vs. “physiologic” (athero-protective) ESS magnitude. To address these key unresolved issues, the present analysis explored whether the magnitude of hypercholesterolemia affects the threshold below which local ESS influences the progression and morphology of coronary plaque in vivo.

The purposes of this serial study were: (i.) to prospectively characterize in vivo the combined effect of varying levels of systemic blood cholesterol and local ESS on the evolution and histological composition of heterogeneous coronary lesions; (ii.) to explore potential mechanisms underlying the combined atherogenic effects of hypercholesterolemia and local ESS; and (iii.) to test the hypothesis that the combination of local ESS and systemic cholesterol levels has incremental value for prediction of rapid plaque progression and high-risk plaque development. For our analyses we employed two complementary approaches: we serially profiled regional ESS and plaque progression in vivo, and then performed histopathological analyses, in the coronary arteries of animals with varying degrees of hypercholesterolemia. We utilized an established hypercholesterolemic, diabetic pig model capable of developing coronary lesions very similar to those observed in humans [20,21]. Although the serum cholesterol values in these animals were markedly elevated per protocol, the individual variation of the animals’ cholesterol levels allowed for detailed investigation of the effect of different systemic cholesterol and local ESS values on coronary atherosclerosis.

2. Methods

2.1. Pig model of coronary atherosclerosis

The experimental protocol conforms to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (US National Institutes of Health Publication 85–23, revised 1996) and was approved by the Harvard Medical School Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All animals received humane care. We utilized two animal cohorts used in studies investigating the natural history of CAD in pigs [17–19]. Briefly, nine male Yorkshire pigs were rendered diabetic by injection of streptozotocin and fed a high-fat diet [20]. The first cohort included five pigs followed for 36 weeks [17], and the second cohort included four pigs followed for 30 weeks [18,19]. No animals in this study received medications that could influence atherosclerosis [18]. For the present analysis, animals were categorized into a higher total cholesterol (TC) group (n=4) and a relatively lower-TC group (n=5), using the median of all animals’ TC values (762mg/dl) as the cut point.

2.2. Study protocol

The study protocol is summarized in Supplemental Figure 1. Three-vessel coronary angiography and intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) were serially performed in vivo at five consecutive time points in the 36-week cohort (T1= 4 weeks; T2=11 weeks; T3=16 weeks;
T₄=23 weeks; and T₅=36 weeks) [17], and at three time points in the 30-week cohort (T₃=16 weeks; T₄=23 weeks; and T₅=30 weeks) [18,19]. Animals were sacrificed immediately following the final catheterization (T₃) with iv injection of EUTHASOL (Virbac AH, 150 mg/kg) while anesthetized, and their coronary arteries – which had previously been serially profiled in vivo – were harvested, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C until further analysis by histopathology, immunohistochemistry, and RT-PCR.

2.3. In vivo vascular profiling for ESS calculation

Vascular profiling methodology combining IVUS and biplane coronary angiography for 3D reconstruction of the arterial anatomy and for ESS calculation has been described and validated in vivo in animals [17–19] and humans [4,9,22]. The arterial lumen and external elastic membrane (EEM) were segmented from digitized, end-diastolic IVUS images. The physical 3D path of the IVUS transducer during pullback was reconstructed using the corresponding biplane angiographic projections, and the segmented IVUS images were located along this path and oriented appropriately. Lumen and EEM boundary points were connected by spline curves to accurately rebuild the lumen and EEM geometry in 3D space, respectively. Coronary blood flow was calculated directly from the time required for the previously calculated, true 3D volume of blood contained within the arterial section to be displaced by radio-opaque material during a contrast injection. The detailed intravascular flow characteristics were obtained by solving the transport equations governing the conservation of mass and momentum (Phoenics, CHAM, England). ESS at the lumen surface of the reconstructed arteries was calculated at all time-points with computational fluid dynamics as the product of blood viscosity (calculated from the measured hematocrit) and the gradient of blood velocity at the wall. The processes of data acquisition and analysis are highly reproducible [23].

Reconstructed arteries were divided sequentially, in a completely nonbiased manner, into consecutive 3-mm-long segments along their length starting at the ostium. We used 3mm-long segments as our unit of measure because this length would accurately reflect the local hemodynamic characteristics and the highly focal changes occurring within the plaque over time, and because ESS [17,18] and histological characteristics [24] are essentially homogeneous within such short segments. Matching the same segments over multiple consecutive time-points was based on the anatomical location of readily visible IVUS-derived landmarks (side branches) [4,17,22]. The same landmarks were subsequently identified on the preserved arteries, allowing for identification of the corresponding physical location of each segment [18,19].

Mean ESS was calculated in each 3-mm-long segment at each individual time-point. Because local ESS in individual segments often changed over time in response to plaque and remodeling progression [17], we also assessed the time-averaged local ESS throughout the study period, to account for each segment’s lifetime exposure to variable ESS over time. ESS at each time-point, as well as the time-averaged ESS over time, were categorized as low (<1.2Pa) or higher ESS (≥1.2Pa) for each segment, applying a cut point previously used in animals [17] and humans [22]. In addition to the dichotomization of ESS as low ESS (<1.2Pa) vs. higher ESS (≥1.2Pa), we also performed an ancillary analysis using the
quartiles of time-averaged ESS, to assess possible dose-response associations between local ESS and subsequent plaque growth.

2.4. Serial assessment of plaque progression in vivo by IVUS

The 3D geometry of the plaque (plaque plus media) in the reconstructed arteries was taken as the difference between the outer vessel wall and the lumen. Plaque progression by IVUS was measured serially in each 3mm segment between consecutive time-points \((T_2 \rightarrow T_3; T_3 \rightarrow T_4; T_4 \rightarrow T_5)\) by the change of plaque volume \((\Delta PV)\). To account for the different duration among consecutive temporal intervals we calculated time-normalized, weekly changes of plaque volume \((n\Delta PV = \Delta PV/\text{week})\) for all time intervals according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Normalized } \Delta PV = \frac{\Delta PV}{\text{Duration of time interval (weeks)}},
\]

Using the same equation, we also calculated the time-normalized plaque progression in each segment throughout the study period \((T_2 \rightarrow T_5)\). At follow-up \((T_5)\), segments with maximum intimamedia thickness \((\max \text{IMT}) \geq 0.5\text{mm}\) were considered as segments with significant plaque by IVUS [17,25].

2.5. Histopathologic analyses

While plaque progression by IVUS was measured serially and was time-normalized, histology could be performed only upon animal sacrifice, i.e., at a time-point \((T_3)\) that differed in the 36-week vs. 30-week cohort. We therefore performed a histologic sub-study in the 36-week cohort only, so that analyzed animals were exposed to atherogenic experimental conditions over the same 36-week timeframe, thus allowing for meaningful histopathologic comparisons at follow-up. Histopathology, immunostaining, and gene expression experiments were performed for the purposes of this study in 114 segments with previously identified \textit{in vivo} ESS. These segments were carefully selected to represent different ESS over time and had a broad range of 3D geometry and plaque by IVUS.

We determined the lipid accumulation and inflammatory cell infiltration in relation to the local ESS and systemic TC, because lipid content and inflammation are features of high-risk plaques that rupture and trigger acute coronary thrombosis in humans [2,26]. The middle portion of each segment was cryosectioned at 7μm thickness. Lipid content and leukocyte infiltration were assessed by Oil-Red-O staining and CD45-immunostaining (mouse anti-pig CD45, clone K252-1E4, AbD Serotec, Oxford, UK; 1:50), respectively. Quantitative analyses were performed on Image-Pro Plus 5.1 (Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD).

2.6. Measurement of gene expression by RT-PCR

Cryosections from each segment were harvested, and the mRNA from the intima and media was isolated (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and reverse transcribed (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Real-time RT-PCR was performed and target gene mRNA levels were normalized to the “housekeeping” (GAPDH) mRNA level in each extract. We measured mRNA levels of the LDL-receptor (LDL-R), lectin-like oxidized LDL receptor-1 (LOX-1), lipoprotein-
associated phospholipase-A2 (LpPLA2), vascular cellular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), and monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1). The primers used are shown in Supplemental Table 1.

2.7. Biochemical analyses

The lipid profile [TC, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C)] and blood glucose were assessed every month following overnight (≥2 hours) fasting. To assess the lifetime exposure to hypercholesterolemia and hyperglycemia, the time-average of all serial TC, LDL-C, HDL-C, and glucose measurements was calculated. Lipid profiles were measured using assays developed for human use (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN).

2.8. Study assessments

We assessed serial plaque progression by IVUS over time and histopathological plaque characteristics at follow-up in segments stratified according to low ESS (<1.2 Pa) vs. higher ESS (≥2 Pa) and higher- vs. relatively lower systemic TC. We employed a composite approach to associate local ESS with subsequent plaque characteristics: (i) ESS at each time-point was related to subsequent plaque progression by IVUS between consecutive time-points; (ii) the time-averaged ESS over time was related to the mean rate of plaque progression by IVUS throughout the study period; and (iii) the time-averaged ESS over time was related to histopathologic plaque characteristics at sacrifice.

2.9. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Continuous variables are summarized as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), and categorical variables as actual numbers and percentages. For analyses with a continuous dependent and a categorical independent variable, random effects analysis of variance was used. Since observations were not statistically independent, animals and individual arteries were declared as random effects to account for the clustering of segments within arteries and animals. Linear regression was used for both continuous independent and dependent variables. The Huber-White sandwich estimator was used to correct for the clustering of arteries within animals. Findings were considered statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

3. Results

The time-averaged TC was 852±32 mg/dL for the higher-TC group vs. 658±34 mg/dL for the relatively lower-TC group (p=0.016). Higher-TC animals had higher LDL-C (669±53 vs. 501±47 mg/dL; p=0.02), but similar HDL-C levels (213±23 vs. 163±16 mg/dL, respectively; p=0.56). Blood glucose levels did not differ between the two groups (252±28 vs. 220±31 mg/dL; p=0.64).

Twenty seven coronary arteries from nine pigs were serially profiled (left anterior descending, n=9; left circumflex, n=9; right coronary artery, n=9). Arteries were divided into a total of 595 3mm-long segments: 237 segments from the 12 arteries of the higher-TC animals and 358 segments from the 15 arteries of the relatively lower-TC animals.
3.1. Incremental effect of local low ESS and cholesterol levels on coronary plaque progression

For serial measurements of nΔPV by IVUS between consecutive time-points, all segments (n=595) were stratified at each time-point into 4 categories on the basis of low ESS (<1.2 Pa) vs. higher ESS (≥ 1.2 Pa) at the given time-point, and on higher-TC vs. relatively lower-TC of the corresponding animal. Because local ESS in individual segments often changed as plaque formed and progressed [17], the numbers of segments with low ESS vs. higher ESS changed over time. The nΔPV was greater in segments with low ESS vs. higher preceding ESS in each TC group, and it was greater in segments from higher-TC animals with low ESS (<1.2Pa) compared to segments from relatively lower-TC animals with similarly low ESS (Fig. 1A). Intriguingly, nΔPV was more marked in higher-ESS segments from higher-TC animals compared to lower-ESS segments from lower-TC animals for two of the three intervals (T2→T3 and T3→T4; Fig. 1A). Fig. 1B shows representative examples of plaque progression by IVUS between consecutive time-points in segments stratified by ESS and TC categories.

Very similar results were obtained when the rate of plaque progression over the entire study period was assessed in relation to the time-averaged ESS. The time-normalized nΔPV was greater in segments with low time-averaged ESS (<1.2 Pa) from higher-TC animals compared to lower-TC animals (Fig. 2A). Of note, the nΔPV was greater in segments with high time-averaged ESS from higher TC animals compared to segments with low time-averaged ESS from lower TC animals (p<0.001; Fig. 2A). nΔPV was greater in the lower vs. higher quartiles of time-averaged ESS, for both higher-TC animals (p<0.001) and relatively lower-TC animals (p=0.004; Fig. 2B). Within each ESS quartile, plaque growth was greater in segment from higher-TC compared to lower-TC animals (p<0.001 for all quartiles; Fig. 2B).

Together these results indicate that in arterial regions exposed to different cholesterol and local ESS levels: (i.) the low-ESS effect on plaque growth is strongly amplified by increasing cholesterol levels; and (ii.) the athero-protective effect of higher ESS may be outweighed by the stronger pro-atherogenic effect of very intense hypercholesterolemia.

3.2. The pro-atherogenic threshold of local ESS is modified by the magnitude of hypercholesterolemia

We focused on segments that developed significant plaque by IVUS at follow-up (T5), defined as maxIMT ≥0.5mm (n=268 of 595 segments; 45%). The time-averaged ESS in these segments was positively related to the TC of the corresponding animal (r=0.80, p=0.005; Fig. 3A). The association was even stronger between the time-averaged ESS and the LDL-C levels in each animal (r=0.84, p=0.004; Fig. 3B). The ESS preceding the formation of significant plaque by IVUS increased by 0.24 Pa for an increase of TC by 100 mg/dl and by 0.23 Pa for an increase of LDL-C by 100 mg/dl (Fig. 3).

3.3. Combined effect of hypercholesterolemia and local ESS on plaque composition

For histopathologic and RT-PCR measurements, analyzed segments (n=114) were stratified into four categories according to low (<1.2Pa) vs. higher (≥1.2Pa) time-averaged ESS over
time, and higher-TC vs. relatively lower TC of the corresponding animal. The mRNA levels of LDL-R and LOX-1 were highest in the low-ESS, higher-TC segments (n=22; 19%) compared to all other segments (Fig. 4A, 4B). VCAM-1 and MCP-1 expression increased in segments with low ESS vs. higher ESS, in both higher-TC and relatively lower-TC animals (Fig. 4C, 4D). The mRNA levels of LpPLA2 – an enzyme implicated in the catabolism of oxidized LDL – did not differ significantly in relation to TC or local ESS.

In both higher-TC and relatively lower-TC animals, low-ESS vs. higher-ESS segments had increased lipid accumulation. Among all segments, lipid accumulation was highest in low-ESS segments from higher-TC animals (Fig. 5A, 5B). Similarly, these low-ESS segments from higher-TC animals showed highest CD45-positive intimal area compared to all other segments (Fig. 5C, 5D).

4. Discussion

This natural history study utilized an established large-animal, human-like model of CAD to assess, for the first time in vivo, the combined effect of varying degrees of hypercholesterolemia and local ESS on subsequent coronary plaque progression and morphology. Our major findings are: (i.) focal plaque growth and histomorphologic characteristics differ substantially in arterial regions with similarly low ESS but with varying cholesterol levels; (ii.) the threshold of “low” (pro-atherogenic) vs. “higher” (athero-protective)” local ESS is not uniform, but cholesterol-dependent: the lower the blood cholesterol, the lower the local ESS that precedes the formation of significant plaque; and (iii.) the combination of highest cholesterol and lowest local ESS favors the development of plaques with greatest lipid accumulation and inflammation, which are critical features of high-risk coronary plaque [2,26,27]. Novel evidence presented here concerning the focal expression of lipoprotein receptors and potent inflammatory mediators substantiates our IVUS-based and histological observations. Our results thus advance earlier in vitro studies which demonstrated a synergistic pro-atherogenic effect of blood flow and cholesterol levels [13–15] and they provide clinically relevant insight into the in vivo interrelationship between the main subject-specific systemic risk factor (i.e., hypercholesterolemia) and the major locally acting pro-atherogenic stimulus (i.e., local ESS) in regulating the localization, growth rate, and composition of coronary atheroma.

While low ESS favors endothelial cell dysfunction [3,5,28], hypercholesterolemia per se aggravates shear stress–dependent endothelial functions that promote atherogenesis [12,29–32], thereby suggesting an interrelating pathobiologic role of systemic and local factors in atherosclerosis. Previous studies indeed demonstrated that higher cholesterol levels amplify lipid uptake and plaque inflammation in vitro and in regions of mouse aortas exposed to plaque-prone flow patterns [13,14]. The present analysis extends those previous findings by demonstrating prospectively that low ESS and hypercholesterolemia are synergistic in promoting coronary plaque growth and favouring the focal formation of lesions bearing histological features of vulnerability. Our current findings are strengthened by using an experimental model of CAD that recapitulates the human disease much better than atherosclerotic mice; by providing quantitative analyses based on direct ESS computation and volumetric plaque progression in vivo; by profiling serially the highly variable systemic
cholesterol and local ESS environments throughout the evolution of individual coronary lesions; and by demonstrating how these 2 risk factors in combination critically influence the evolution of plaques that progress at substantially different rates and result in distinctly different morphologies.

This study expands an understanding of the concept that “low” ESS promotes atherosclerosis, and demonstrates that plaque progression in certain arterial regions with low local ESS may actually be less profound compared to other regions that have higher ESS but are exposed to relatively higher systemic cholesterol. This links to our intriguing finding that the threshold of “low” (athero-prone) vs. “higher” (athero-protective) ESS in vivo is not uniform, but it increases with increasing cholesterol levels. Our present results thus indicate that the magnitude of hypercholesterolemia – likely along with other systemic factors – modulates the arterial susceptibility to local ESS and thereby influences the rate of plaque growth in regions which are atherosclerosis-susceptible as a result of their local hemodynamic milieu. The combination of low local ESS and higher cholesterol identifies a small subset of arterial regions that are particularly prone to rapid plaque progression and subsequent plaque vulnerability. Our findings provide some insights into key issues not addressed in prior studies, i.e., (i.) the largely unexplained observation that not all arterial regions exposed to similarly low ESS develop advanced lesions in experimental models [11,17–19]; and (ii.) the clinical conundrum that coronary sites with presumed plaque-prone anatomy (e.g., arterial curvatures or bifurcations) develop highly variable atherosclerosis in individuals with different lipid profiles [1,2,24].

The clinical sequelae of coronary plaques correlate tightly to their composition [2,26,27]. By profiling local ESS serially in developing plaques in vivo, and then analyzing the same lesions by histopathology – the gold standard for tissue characterization – we addressed directly the combined effect of hypercholesterolemia and of the long-term ESS milieu on subsequent plaque morphology. An important finding of this study is that the minority of arterial regions exposed to lowest ESS and highest cholesterol gave rise to lesions with greatest lipid accumulation and inflammation – two features of fatally disrupted human coronary plaques [27]. Low ESS in combination with higher cholesterol levels associated with increased expression of lipoprotein receptors (LDL, LOX-1). In addition, low-ESS regions co-localized with increased expression of VCAM and MCP-1, which are potent regulators of leukocyte adhesion and migration, respectively. These findings agree with prior studies in vitro and in small animal models of atherosclerosis [11,33–35]. Thus, in low-ESS arterial regions where the endothelium was more receptive to circulating cholesterol, intimal lipid accumulation was determined by the magnitude of hypercholesterolemia. While we found no cholesterol effect on VCAM-1 or MCP-1 expression, our finding of greater inflammation in low-ESS segments exposed to higher- vs. relatively lower cholesterol might relate to an enhanced inflammatory response to greater lipid accumulation [36], and to the induction of LOX-1 – a multifunctional receptor known to promote plaque inflammation [37,38].

Our present analysis may have potential clinical implications. Recent experimental [17,18] and clinical investigations [4,10,22] consistently demonstrated that in vivo calculated low ESS predicts subsequent plaque enlargement early in its natural history – findings which
might eventually allow for preemptive strategies to alter the natural history of high-risk plaque and avert adverse cardiac events [39,40]. Our current results now advance those previous insights by highlighting the incremental value of the combination of local ESS and systemic cholesterol levels vs. local ESS alone for prediction of plaque growth and vulnerability. Determination of a numerical threshold of “low” ESS to identify in vivo, in a given individual, which arterial regions are most prone to atherosclerosis may require adjustment for the subject-specific levels of blood cholesterol.

The present investigation is limited by being a post hoc exploratory analysis; nevertheless, it provides a proof of concept of the interrelationship between systemic and local pro-atherogenic stimuli in the natural history of CAD. The use of a larger number of pigs would have been beneficial, if feasible, but the statistical power increased by profiling the entire length of 27 arteries, divided into 595 segments serially at multiple time-points. While the pig model is an excellent model to study human coronary atherosclerosis [20,21], the present results may not be entirely generalizable to human CAD where the cholesterol values are much lower. While cholesterol levels were substantially elevated even in the relatively lower-TC animals, we still found statistically significant differences associated with the relative magnitude of hypercholesterolemia. Segments that were analyzed by histopathology were not randomly selected; the selection bias was substantially limited, however, by intentionally selecting segments with different ESS magnitude and different plaque progression by IVUS over time, so that the entire spectrum of ESS values and atherosclerotic plaques was represented. Diabetes likely accelerated plaque growth and modulated plaque composition; glucose levels, however, did not differ between higher-TC vs. relatively lower-TC animals, hence the differences observed between the two cholesterol groups were not confounded by the presence of diabetes.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that systemic hypercholesterolemia and local low ESS are synergistic in vivo in promoting the most pronounced progression and high-risk composition of individual coronary lesions. Higher cholesterol levels increase the threshold below which local ESS favors plaque progression in vivo, and they exacerbate plaque growth in arterial regions with similarly low ESS. Combined assessment of cholesterol and local ESS may enhance early identification of coronary regions most likely to exhibit accelerated plaque growth and develop high-risk plaque composition.
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Figure 1.
(A) Time-normalized change of plaque volume (nΔPV), for all intervals between consecutive time-points ($T_2 \rightarrow T_3; T_3 \rightarrow T_4; T_4 \rightarrow T_5$), in segments stratified according to low ESS ($<1.2$ Pa) vs. higher ESS ($\geq 1.2$ Pa) at each time-point and according to higher-TC vs. relatively lower-TC. Note that segments only from the 36-week cohort (n=304) were analyzed at interval $T_2 \rightarrow T_3$, whereas segments from both the 30-week and 36-week cohort (n=595) were analyzed at intervals $T_3 \rightarrow T_4$ and $T_4 \rightarrow T_5$. (B) Representative examples of plaque progression by IVUS between consecutive time-points ($T_3 \rightarrow T_4$) in segments stratified by local ESS and systemic TC categories.
Figure 2.

(A) Time-normalized change of plaque volume (nΔPV) throughout the study period in segments stratified according to low (<1.2 Pa) vs. higher time-averaged ESS (≥1.2 Pa) and according to higher-TC vs. relatively lower-TC. (B) Time-normalized change of plaque volume (nΔPV) throughout the study period across quartiles of time-averaged ESS. P values next to each line, shown in bold, represent the overall association within the corresponding TC category; p values in each ESS quartile represent the difference of nΔPV between higher TC vs. relatively lower TC segments for the given ESS quartile.
Figure 3.
The time-averaged ESS in segments that culminated in significant plaque by IVUS (defined as maxIMT ≥0.5mm by IVUS at follow-up) in each animal is related to the total cholesterol (A) and the LDL-cholesterol levels (B) in the corresponding animal. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals for the linear regression lines.
Figure 4.
Relative mRNA levels of the LDL-receptor (A), LOX-1 (B), VCAM-1 (C) and MCP-1 (D) in segments with low- vs. higher time-averaged ESS, from higher-TC animals vs. relatively lower-TC animals.
Figure 5.
Quantitative analyses of lipid accumulation (A) and CD45-positive leukocyte infiltration (C), and representative examples of Oil-red-O staining (B) and CD45 immunostaining (D) in segments stratified according to time-averaged local ESS (low ESS <1.2Pa vs. higher ESS ≥1.2Pa) and the higher vs. relatively lower cholesterol levels of the corresponding animal.